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About This Content

Revisit Chicago in a brand new Watch_Dogs adventure!
Play as T-Bone Grady, the legendary and eccentric hacker and Aiden Pearce's trusted comrade. Now on the run from Blume, T-

Bone only has two choices: flee and start a new life elsewhere, or fight Blume to save an old friend. Face your shady past on
your road to redemption.

New features:
• Play as T-Bone Grady in 10 new campaign missions.

• Discover many new locations, like T-Bone’s new hideout or Blume’s secret office.
• Fight with various new tools like T-Bone’s remote-controlled car, deadly armed cameras and brand new hacks.

• Experience a new dynamic system of side missions that offer players endless hours of challenges to unlock new perks, collect
cash and increase your reputation in Chicago’s gang world.

• Enjoy the brand new 2 player online co-op mode with a friend or in public match making.
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Title: Watch_Dogs - Bad Blood
Genre: Action, Adventure
Developer:
Ubisoft
Publisher:
Ubisoft
Release Date: 30 Sep, 2014

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista (SP2), Windows 7 (SP1) or Windows 8 (Please note that we only support 64 bit OSs.)

Processor: Intel Core 2 Quad Q8400 @ 2.66Ghz or AMD Phenom II X4 940 @ 3.0Ghz

Memory: 6 GB RAM

Graphics: DirectX 11 graphics card with 1 GB Video RAM - Nvidia Geforce GTX 460 or AMD Radeon HD 5770

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 25 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX 9.0c Compatible Sound Card with Latest Drivers

Additional Notes: Broadband connection and service required for multiplayer mode. Supported Video Cards at Time of
Release: nVidia GeForce GTX460 or better, GT500, GT600, GT700 series; AMD Radeon HD5850 or better, HD6000,
HD7000, R7 and R9 series Intel® Iris™ Pro HD 5200

English,French,Italian,German,Czech,Danish,Dutch,Finnish,Hungarian,Norwegian,Polish,Portuguese,Swedish
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Not even worth $0.99, nor was it worth the 5 minutes it took to download, i would rather get sued by epic games for cheating in
fortnite and then proceed to lose the case in court than play another second of this almost-excuse of a game, if you could even
call it that. I have a GTX 1080 TI, an I7-8700k, 32GB of ram, and i consistantly get frame rates so slow, I could produce them
faster with a Model 95 Polaroid Instant camera, But the Image quality of that camera actually happens to be better than the
image quality in this game. This should've never made it past Steam Greenlight and I encourage this game's developers to
completely remove any evidence that it ever existed at all because it's solid proof that they've commited a serious offense to
some degree.. New world with a nice backstory 8\/10
Deathwish just like Dark Souls 10\/10
Smug dancing 11\/10. To start off, I really wanted this game to be good. It looks simple, elegant and addictive.
Sadly, looks are deceiving. The degree of random events is simply too high. After several games I still had no clue what the
different power-ups did, and there is no description given of what they are supposed to do. This got up to the point where I
considered the game to be too random and unplayable. A few tweaks could turn this game into something worth playing.
Really not worth the 15 bucks they charge you for it, but I got my copy with a discount coupon (-90%), and I still doubt if it's
worth the amount.

EDIT:
After some help from a dev I got around to exploring different game modes, and it's actually a challenging game in some sense.
Curious to see where this game is going in the future.
6.5\/10, benefit of the doubt.. One improvement could be some end-game-summary? At end of game you don't really get a
synopsis of your and your opponents points (how they were achieved overall).. Built an army of colony ships only to have them
destroyed by an angry AI. 7/5 would colonize again
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This is officially the first full price game that I REGRET buying!
Even if they fix, it will remain negative because i bought it to play now not 1 month later.
So my experience with the Mortal Kombat franchise was basically ruined with this game, why, because they charged an absurd
amount in a fighting game that only has single player mode, now you must be thinking "but this game has multiplayer mode
too!", well for me it does not because ...
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-RGBs off does not fix it for me.
-every time it Desync i'm gonna add a line. (I gave up trying.)
-and my PC does not have the .dmp files, i add it and... NOTHING HAPPENS.. Lovely game!
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As a point-and-click admirer, and a long-running gamer when it comes to the genre, I am always looking for good titles to
enjoy. Most of the times, the games claim to be oh-so-great, but end-up being oh-so-abysmal.
Maggie's Apartment is exactly the opposite - the game makers claim ot have created a fun small game. And that's exactly what
they did.

I am not sure the topic or the plot would be as enjoyable for the male audience as it would be for the female, but come on - who
hasn't had a near-stupid crush on a celebrity?

The game is fun and full of puns and jokes. Exactly what the trailer suggests. 3-4 hours filled with loveliness. Not to mention the
way Maggie moves around. I adore the way she looks. Such a cute thing!

Hope you make more games like this one. I would definitely follow your careers, guys :). Invaders From Space 2nd Wave is yet
another small stuff DLC.

Though, this one will appeal those who only want puzzles the least. It has only 5 challenges after all. They feel less focused too.
But eh. At least they work. And at least there is some stuff for those who want just play around in their own labs.. so horrible its
not even worth being available at chucky cheese as a arcade. Like Developer's Mind World! Awosome!. I do like this game, but
I just can't recommend it. I mean, did I really enjoy it? It took me two hours to complete the game, and considering I bought it
on sale for two dollars, one could say I got my money's worth. But my issue with the game is this: while it's not a bad game by
any means, it simply can't be considered a commercial game. If anything, it's a project game. This should be a free download on
itch.io, not a paid game on Steam.

So what is Willful, you must ask, because you've probably never heard of it before now? This is the first and so far only review
of the game, and I am so sorry it has to be this way? Well, it's about a rabbit named Will, who's been all trussed up to be
sacrificed to some kind of god-monster. By random happenstance, he manages to escape, pick up a gun, and now he's off on a
quest to journey up to this monster's spaceship and kill it. The story begins and ends there, with everything else in between
essentially filler. The only characters of any note are Will, the monster, and some hologram boi named Chad who pops up now
and again to talk at Will. There are three endings, a bad one, a good one for finding the gun that can kill the god-beast, and a
really good one for collecting all the golden carrots.

Now, there's nothing wrong with a simpel game, a simple plot, whatever - but the thing is, this one is, as I mentioned before, no
more than a student project. It's a tech demo. The graphics are basic and unpolished, with inconsistent pixel sizing, the puzzles
can barely be called such, and the level design is a complete joke. Half the game is long passageways filled with nothing, and
large empty rooms with floor layouts that suggest a boss was once meant to be there, but was ultimately scrapped. The music is
made up of simple MIDIs that I've already forgotten, and I beat this game today. Scattered throughout the game are various
concepts of something bigger; a hidden power-up, a door that's left unlocked until you make it to a much further level first, a
section where you float through zero gravity. All of these are used once. (Most egregiously, the passage leading up to the final
level has wraparound ceilings and floors; this mechanic is never used again, not even in the level itself.) There's a multiplayer
versus mode, which is surprising and far more than I would ever expect a game like this to have, but it's not enough to salvage an
ultimately boring game.

Overall, what we have here is a prime example of the biggest problems with Steam Direct, and with the modern indie scene as a
whole. With the idea in people's heads that you can sell cheaply made games and turn a profit, the market becomes flooded with
haphazard projects made with basic Construct or Game Maker tutorials and no time to really focus on making something unique
and polished. Honestly, of all the shovelware that comes out of Steam, this is one of the better ones. It has an actual structure
and a self-contained story, it has boss battles and more than two types of enemies, it uses original assets. I wish more games
were like this, and less pornographic achievement collecting meme simulators. Regardless, by the nature of its being, that's the
company this game finds itself in.. Simply the best point and click adventure game ever made in every way in my humble
opinion. No dead ends, multiple endings, optional sidequests and scenes, vibrant characters, engrossing story with a steady pace,
it's just really really damn good.

edit: well, Heroine's Quest is better, but this one is definitely good stuff I love it. My first bad review on Steam:
ooooh boy where do i start. But first i will list what they they did right.
-Improved Gunplay
-Slightly improved graphics
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-Better Power armor experience
-Weapon attachments feature was a good idea
-Better animations overall for guns , Npcs , attacks , etc.
-Cool settlement feature

Now i will go over why i dislike this game , and why its my least favorite of all fallout games. it takes alot to make me not like a
game but this game did not feel like a Fallout game at all.
-Speech system :Whenever i enter dialouge with an NPC i like to have choice, thats one of the core elements of fallout and FO4
went the mass effect style dialouge route and it just does not fit the game at all, this is a BIG problem because
-Less replay value ( in New Vegas you would always wonder what if i chose x instead of y or z )
-Little to no choice, its mainly just (yes) or (no) or (sarcasm) what ever happened to Medicine , Science , Guns , etc. skills
playing a key feature to what you wanna express. For example if we have and NPC named Bob and he asks how much
knowledge do you have on Shotguns . in Fallout 4 you would either say "Yeah i know about shotguns" or "No i don't know about
shotguns. where as in the superior fallout new vegas the NPC would know if you were lying by the way you spoke and would
call you out for it, Unless! you had a high enough speech skill to fool him OR use your Guns skill to bypass it impressing him at
your knowledge of shotguns .

The Endings. the endings are all almost practically the same. little to no variety in the endings just a simple cinematic scene.
where as in new vegas ALL of your actions are reflected towards the endding of the game, for example in New vegas you can
help a group that likes to blow stuff up be on your good side and if they like you enough they will help you in the final mission.
this can be done for multiple factions including the Enlave and i remember one of the Best moments in the game is watching the
NCR run in fear while they see a vertibird come in dropping off a squad of Soldiers in Black heavy armor with overpowering
firepower the likes of which the brotherhood ( who the NCR have defeated in the past) never have shown. and in the ending it
remarks how much of a crushing blow they really did. and there are plenty of more factions.

The game doesnt feel like an RPG. one of the core features of Fallout is that the games are played as an RPG first and a shooter
and exploration second. while i do like the improvement on the gun play ( still not decent enough to compete with modern
shooters) it has sacrificed so so much. the perks have been turned into really boring and simple buffs. in other games you had
perks that made much more of an impact rather than just "do X % more damage" the older games had your character feel
unique with its own play style and strong points. which allowed for multiple characters and cool builds, however in fallout 4
your character ( which is either one of 2 set people to play as , yeah you really don't get to roleplay in the game and make your
actual own character) seems to be good at just about everything right off the bat. AND big plot holes like a lawyer instantly
learning how to use power armor, what happened to needing power armor training? like whattt ?

The quest. The quest are mostly dull and i can't recall a single memorable quest in the entire game, it was mainly go here and kill
this or kill that. Which brings me to another point. Preston Garvey, the guy has you doing THE SAME EXACT QUESTS all the
time! this guy is so annoying, and what makes him more annoying is the fact that he can't die. so what did i do ? i locked him in
a jail cell under water so i don't have to see his face anymore.

Also something i never see anyone bring up, the atmosphere feels...wrong. isn't this suppose to be a post apocalyptic world? why
does it not seem that way. it feels like im walking in detroit rather than a fallout world space. Fallout 1 , 2, 3 , New Vegas all did
an amazing job capturing the brutality of the post apocalyptic world space showing the effects of war , slavery , mass drug
addiction , lack of clean water , the brutality of the raiders and their torture methods , famine and so much more. fallout 4 fails
at capturing this image and it does a bad job at portraying the series.

Guns. Although they improved alot on gunplay they removed the feature of being able to switch the type of ammunition you can
use. For example in New Vegas you can get a shotgun and load it with Buckshot, Slugs, EMP slugs, Dragons breath. but in
fallout your stuck using the same ammunition. this is terrible because in new vegas it introduced a threshold system meaning
only certain types of ammunition can penetrate and injure an enemy , what i mean is a 9mm pistol is only gonna scratch a
Deathclaws thick hide or it won't hurt a NCR veteran ranger. instead the player has to use armor piercing rounds or could use
hollow points on un armored enemies like giant geckos or rats ( hollow points being usless against armored enemies) and the
Unique weapons in the game don't feel unique at all, Previously each unique weapon had its own cool design and it had its own
unique flare and stats or effect like the greased lighting which is a power fist that can attack extremely fast or the unique laser
rifle that fired green beams instead of the usual red beams.
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i could go on and on but that would make this way to long. how does it do as a Fallout game ? 0\/10 its terrible as someone who
has played the series since 2010. if it was a spinoff i would rate it higher considering it has a strong modding base and im sure
many can get more enjoyment out of it if they mod it but this game is not a proper fallout sequel at all.. I really enjoyed this! It's
a very fun game and I enjoy the uniqueness of the enemy design, how colorful it is, and the randomness of each new map.
Would recommend!
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